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New Kyron: your all-around performer

P OWERFUL A N D VERSATILE IN N ATURE

E LEGANT A N D P RACTICA L IN THE CITY

Looks great, too.
New Kyron s special touches are setting
the latest SUV industry trends.
The unmistakable headlamp assembly with matching horizontal
fog lamps set New Kyron apart from the competition.
These refined-looking LED repeaters are highly visible for
greater driving safety.
The rear styling is well balanced and distinctive. The tailgate glass
has been enlarged, and you still get the sporty-looking spoiler
with LED stop lamp.
This is the only mid-sized SUV to offer 18 alloy wheels and
tires as an option. Privacy glass is also available. New Kyron is
charting new territory in SUV styling.

Sophisticated and modern inside:
The interior is available in stately black with metal grain trim. Or you can opt for a beige look.
The high quality of the finishing materials will make you feel proud to own the New Kyron, every time that you get behind the wheel.

A driver s dream come true:
Switches with similar function are grouped in circular patterns; they re easy
to find and adds to the unique styling statement that is New Kyron.
The careful arrangement of the controls maximises spatial utility and the
driver s freedom of movement.

The instrument panel is now illuminated in easy-to-read orange, in step with the latest industry trend. The visual effect at night is truly remarkable.
New Kyron also provides many handy storage compartments, trays and holders to keep the items you need right at hand and keep the interior clutter-free.

Seat Variations
The most cargo space available in its class.

This is the most spacious SUV in its class.
You have ample room to ride in comfort and bring
everything you need for work or play.

Normal Seating
You can seat five adults
comfortably front and back.

2nd-row Folded Flat 60%
Long, narrow objects can be transported
easily along with three occupants.

Average adult
body type

Female
body type

Tall & thin
body type

3-person Memory for
Driver s Seat and
Outdoor Mirror
The various positions for the driver s seat and
outside mirror can be preset for up to three
different body types. This convenient feature saves
time when more than one person is driving your
New Kyron regularly.

2nd-row Folded Flat 100%
You can carry the most cargo in back,
along with two persons in front.

You have the most powerful choices.
New Kyron is available with any of three highly durable and reliable power plants.
The two diesel engines promise maximum torque over a wide rpm range, for fantastic
responsiveness whenever you need it. The 2.0 diesel boasts 138ps, the highest in its class,
while the 2.7 diesel delivers a best-in-class output of 161ps.(CDPF applied)
Also, the 2.3 petrol engine of 150ps by Mercedes technology is available.(Non-Europe region only)
You may also opt for a 3.2 petrol engine.

M200XDi

M270XDi

M230

Yet you ride in comfort and quiet.
When you choose the full-time all-wheel drive, you also get electronically-controlled
engine mounts that eliminate the last vestiges of noise and vibration. The result is the
interior silence and ride smoothness you d expect from a luxury saloon instead of
a diesel-powered SUV.

M320

Top-in-class Suspension System
New Kyron s saloon-like ride is made possible by its having the same suspension system you can find on certain high-end saloons.
The silky handling and luxurious ride quality are certain to amaze driver and passengers alike.

D ouble-wishbone
front suspension

The double wishbone suspension in front includes lower and upper arms for
maintaining optimal wheel contact on any surface, along with dual-action,
gas-filled shock absorbers, stabiliser bar and coil springs. In the rear,
meanwhile, you get the impact-absorbing, 8-link independent suspension,
which is one of the most advanced systems available anywhere.
The more links, the better road shock is dispersed, resulting in better traction,
comfort and durability.
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Impact-absorbing 8-link Rear Suspension

Thumbs Up Manual Mode
Switches are conveniently located on both the gearshift knob and steering wheel for you to
shift up or down manually, providing sportier driving fun.

Sophisticated Automatic Transmission
Optimises Performance

M aximum Protection under All Circumstances

T-Tronic 6-speed transmission with
Thumbs Up manual shift feature

No one expects to be in a collision, but should the unthinkable occur
New Kyron is built to keep you and your loved ones safe.
The ultra-rigid steel frame will not intrude into the cabin,
and extra reinforcements have been added throughout the body to
bolster overall rigidity and crash resistance.

Steel frame with
triple-layer construction

(2.0 liter only, in some countries may differ)
The transmission system includes SsangYong s innovative steering wheel-mounted
shift buttons. An artificial intelligence programme monitors and remembers the
driver s gear shifting habits and determines the shift points for the best possible
driving smoothness and fuel efficiency. The transmission is linked directly to the
engine via a lock-up torque converter, minimising energy loss for even greater fuel
savings. And T-Tronic comes with Winter Mode, allowing you to start out or back
up in second gear to prevent slipping on snow or ice.

The ultra-rigid frame, with triple-layer construction, is very important
for protecting all vehicle occupants. It also reduces vibration, which
improves the ride smoothness and extends the life of the vehicle.

The ultra-rigid frame provides maximum protection in the event of a collision.

(cross-section)

Full-time AWD
Available with the 2.7-litre Diesel
and 3.2-litre Petrol Engines
With full-time all-wheel drive, power is immediately transferred from
any wheel or wheels that start to slip to the other wheels that still have
traction. This feature is particularly appreciated when starting out or
during cornering. The full-time AWD option includes an oil pan that is
integrated into the front axle assembly for lower noise and vibration.
This configuration also allows the engine to be mounted lower, bringing
the center of gravity closer to the ground for better vehicular stability.

40

60

The SsangYong AWD system powers all the wheels all the time in
a proportion of 40% to the front and 60% to the rear. It works in
tandem with the 4-channel electronic stability programme, which
monitors changing road conditions and vehicle roll. When the
driver enters a potential rollover situation, the system responds
automatically by taking control of torque and brake force to
prevent an accident from happening.

HDC ( Hill Descent Control )

ESP (Electronic Stability Programme)
with ESP

with ESP

Part-time 4WD Available with the 2.0-litre and 2.7-litre Engines
without ESP

without ESP

without ESP

without ESP

Danger of over-steering or under-steering

HDC allows drivers to negotiate steep downhill gradients smoothly and under complete
control without even touching the brake pedal. Brakes are automatically controlled on
individual wheels as needed to keep forward motion at just more than walking speed.
The driver can concentrate fully on steering.

Danger of rolling over

Numerous active safety systems are integrated into the electronic stability programme, each contributing data on vehicular status. If the data suggest
danger, the ESP will instantly take control of engine output and braking to ensure the vehicle stays on course. One of these systems is called active rollover
protection (ARP), which intervenes when lateral force is excessive, such as when veering too sharply or making a sharp U-turn. Another is the brake assist
system (BAS), which can determine the driver’s intention to brake in an emergency and then immediately increase the brake force.

2WD high gear mode

4WD high gear mode

4WD low gear mode

Use this under normal conditions and save
fuel from lower rolling resistance.

Use this when you need greater stability
such as on unpaved roads or icy surfaces.

Use this when you need maximum power at
low speed such as on rugged off-road terrain.

Take a look at all the wonderfull extras you get!
S sangyong Motor has raised the standard for a SUV,
offering the most diverse array features yet to maximize safety, security, comfort and utility.
Many pleasant surprises are in store for you.

Headlamp assembly

Clear fog lamps

Wiper deicer

The leveling device adjusts
the low-beam according to vehicular weight.

The powerful lamps are recessed in the bumper for
an unobtrusive look, providing greater visibility for
the New Kyron driver as well as other drivers on
the road during heavy rain, snow or fog.

A heating coil embedded in the lower part of the
windshield glass will quickly free up the windshield
wiper on a cold day.

Chic roof rack

Integrated Antenna

Heated rear screen

The black tone enhances overall appearance.

The antenna is the same type found on luxury
saloons. It is mounted on the rear of the roof,
sports a high-tech image and provides better
reception than conventional antenna do.

Wires embedded in the glass can be heated in an
instant to remove mist or frost for greater visibility
and safety.

Easy-to-read gauge
cluster

Speed-sensing
power steering

The orange illumination of the instrument panel and
gauge cluster enhance readability. Operation is
facilitated and interior refinement is enhanced.

Steering operation at low speed takes less effort,
while steering at high speed is more stable.

On the open road, vehicular speed can be set at a
particular level to facilitate long-distance driving.
(It is available with Manual Transmission in Europe)

Audio remote on
steering wheel

Multi-function
control switch

Foot-activated
parking brake

The driver can operate the audio system without
being distracted, enhancing driving safety.

Mounted on the steering wheel, a single lever can be
used to spray fluid on front or rear glass and activate
wipers front or rear, in either continuous motion or
a limited number of passes.

The parking brake is engaged and released with the
driver’s foot.

New Kyron Convenience

Powered and heated
outside mirrors

Safety sunroof

Safety windows

The attractive chrome-plated finish matches the
body, and the driver can adjust the mirrors or fold
them from inside. They can be heated on wintry days.

A single twist on the knob will open or close the
sunroof, which will automatically stop closing when
obstructed and reopen. An alarm will sound if the
driver removes the key from the ignition while the
sunroof is still open.

The glass will stop sliding shut if a preset degree of
resistance is encountered and will automatically
reverse direction for a short way.

Back-up warning system

Chrome plated muffler

Remote control keys

The system aids the driver in parking and can help to
protect small children while the vehicle is backing up.

It enhances rear styling with refined look.

The driver can lock or unlock the doors, switch on
the cabin light or sound the anti-theft alarm from
outside the vehicle.

Cruise control

A new generation of convenience
and comfort features awaits you.

Electrochromatic
mirror

Sun visors in first row

Centre console

Illuminated vanity mirrors are attached to each of
the sun visors for use by both the driver and the
front passenger.

The console cover lifts up to serve as a storage
compartment and includes a built-in cup holder.

Shopping bag hook

Luxurious metallic look

Headlamp Levelling device

This feature will help lady hook the shopping bag
inside comfortably.

The console features matte stainless steel trim for a
sophisticated metallic look.

This feature is used to adjust the low-beam
angle according to vehicular load.

The rearview mirror darkens when hit by the
headlights of tailing cars at night, preventing the
driver from being temporarily blinded by the glaring
light and enhancing driving safety.

Airbags front and rear
The driver’s seat and front passenger’s seat are protected by both front airbags and curtain airbags, which extend
on both sides of the front and rear seats. In the event of an accident, the curtain airbags cushion all occupants from
the impact, keep everyone inside the cabin, and block glass and other objects from coming in. Moreover, all seats
are equipped with three-point safety belts to maximise safety.

Automatic door lock

Luggage cover

Centre Tray

Door scuff plate

Once the vehicle reaches 50km/h, all doors lock
automatically to ensure occupant safety.

Keeps the things you are carrying out of sight for a
more orderly appearance.

This is a handy place to keep various objects
within reach.

This adds a classic look to the vehicle and protects
the door from wear or damage.

Child Safety lock

Tool storage
compartment

Fuel-fired heater

Privacy glass

On cold days, the cabin can be warmed up in an
instant by activating this supplementary device to the
heating system.

Occupants can enjoy visual security, while annoying
sun glare and harmful UV light are reduced.

The locks can be set so that the doors cannot be
opened from the inside.

A separate compartment in the boot holds tools and
supplies securely in place for ready access when you
need them.

New Kyron Convenience

8-way power
adjustable driver’s seat
The driver can adjust the seatback angle, seat
position forward or back and seat height.
This form fitting capability reduces fatigue when
driving on long trips.

Adjustment Lever for
2nd-row seat
Lays seatback flat quickly and easily
for expanded cargo space.

A new generation of convenience
and comfort features awaits you.

Heated seats

Tilting headrests

Panic alarm

Car finder lamp

Multi-sensor

Heating coils built into the front and 2-row seats are
a welcome comfort feature when the weather turns
cold.

The headrests on the driver’s and passenger’s seats
can be adjusted to conform to individual body types
for maximum comfort.

The anti-theft device can be activated remotely if the
driver is outside the vehicle and feels threatened for
any reason.

The front cabin lamp can be turned on remotely to
help the driver locate the vehicle at night or in dark
parking garages.

This device will automatically activate the wipers and
turn on the headlamps the moment that rain starts
to fall on the windshield.

Lumbar support

Twin power outlets

Deluxe Audio System

One outlet is placed under the front passenger’s seat
and another is located in the cargo bay for handy
access to needed electricity when on the road.

Visual VIN plate
(EU region only)

Audio system

The driver can adjust the cushion for the greatest
comfort.

Includes a radio tuner, CD player and compartment
for CDs.

Includes a radio tuner and CD player with large,
easy-to-use controls.

This adds up to a smart buy!
Make the change to Kyron and you ve made the smart move.

